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Dear Colleague:

Would you like to attend SEAALL’s Annual Meeting? An AALL Institute? A SLA meeting? An ONLINE conference? A business, library, or computer course? SEAALL wants to help you obtain continuing education and further your professional development.

This fiscal year, the Lucille Elliot Scholarship Committee will award up to six scholarships, each in the amount of $300.00. An application form is enclosed. We encourage any professional interested in continuing education and professional development to apply.

Please note that the application deadline is February 15, 1988. Guidelines for the awarding of the Lucille Elliot Scholarship were published in the Fall, 1987 issue of the Southeastern Law Librarian.

Let us contribute! We look forward to receiving your scholarship application.

Cordially,

Claire Engel, Chairman
Lucille Elliot Scholarship Committee
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